Abstract:
Skilled human workers turn mechanical workshops into today's most flexible and widely applicable forms of production. However, this flexibility and generality comes at very high production costs, which restrict the use of mechanical workshops to building prototypes and limited, highly specialized and valuable parts or products. The source of flexibility in this case can be easily identified: the cognitive capabilities of the humans which operate it. Humans can perceive their environment, plan actions, learn and adapt behaviors and they can interact in multiple ways with their surroundings. And, most important, humans can do this robustly despite changing contexts and situations.
The realization of comparable cognitive capabilities in technical systems therefore bears an immense potential for the creation of industrial automation systems that are able to overcome today's boundaries. The first part of this paper outlines the paradigm cognitive factory, in which the machines and processes are equipped with cognitive capabilities in order to allow them to asses and increase their scope of operation self-reliantly. This will also allow getting closer to human operators in terms of more natural and effective ways for interaction and cooperation.
To underline this vision, the second part of this paper describes selected research projects of the German cluster of excellence "Cognition in technical Systems" (CoTeSys). These projects aim to use cognitive capabilities to achieve a balance between flexibility, performance and cost effectiveness by transforming machines and processes that currently require human expertise into cognitive ones. Specifically, one project addresses cognitive machines, production processes and work pieces that can find new ways of conducting production tasks, can improve production processes based on their experience, can learn to recover from failures, are self-maintaining and can exploit advice from experienced machinists. Another project will analyze possibilities to introduce cognitive capabilities into the planning process and will point out ways to transfer tasks that are performed typically by humans today (e.g. selection of production technologies) to a cognitive machine shop floor. Therefore, the cognitive factory will be able to manufacture previously unknown products with only a minimum of human advance planning and will thus go beyond existing concepts of flexibility. In addition, the integration of cognitive machines in currently humanly dominated production environments to support human workers will be targeted. Mechanisms and methods for a dynamic allocation of work content among human workers and machines as well as user and situation adaptive assistance for ergonomic worker integration will be investigated.
The results of these projects will be integrated in a large scale research platform for cognitive automation systems, which is finally described concerning the current planning status and intended realization phases.
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Abstract:
In the last decade, the production of mechanical components to be assembled into final products produced in high volumes has undergone deep changes due to the overall modifications in the way companies compete. In particular, companies have adopted the following directions:

- Strategic components tend to be manufactured by the companies that produce the final products. For these strategic components firms define long term plans. As a consequence, the technological characteristics, even if in continuous evolution, can be predicted with high reliability.

- Less critical components tend to be externalized. In a context of continuous cost reduction, the producers of components try to obtain economies of scale by enlarging their size while specializing on specific types of components.

In both the cases, we observe that single companies work on quite stable product categories produced in high volumes but, at the same time, they must cope with frequent product modifications and short product lifecycles. These frequent changes, even if restricted to a defined domain, have an impact on production processes.

In this situation the acquisition of production capacity is particularly difficult. On the one hand, dedicated manufacturing systems, even if very competitive from the point of view of costs, are not adequate to accommodate continuous product changes. On the other hand, flexible manufacturing systems have excessive flexibility, which remains almost unused and has a negative impact on costs. Therefore, to address this trade-off, there is a need of creating new manufacturing systems with focused flexibility i.e. with the minimum level of flexibility required by the production problem. The focalization of flexibility on the one hand calls for a deeper understanding of the interaction among products processes and production systems and on the other hand requires to cope with the uncertainties related with the evolution of the products which must be synchronized with the evolution of the production system (co-evolution).

The paper presents the different facets of this problems referring both to the previous literature and to some examples taken from real cases. Ideas for future development in the field and possible research directions are also provided.
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Abstract:
The latest technological development in machine tools is introduced in this paper. High speed and high precision multi axis machine tools, reconfigurable machine tools and new service method with network system has been developed.

The key technologies of high speed and high precision machine tools are high speed and high precision motion equipment and easy operation system. To achieve highly stable and accurate machine tool operation over the long operating hours, the complicated motion mechanism of such a versatile machine tool system should be simplified avoiding indirect driving scheme as much as possible. Direct Drive motor has been developed to realize high speed and high precision rotary axis. To realize avoiding a collision in this kind of multi axis machine, real time collision checking function has been developed.

Special purpose machine tools have been mainly used for mass production such as automotive parts production line. As the lifetime of product becomes shorter, the demands for reconfigurable system increase. To realize these demands, horizontal machining center, vertical machining center and vertical have been developed. These machines all have the same footprint. The reason for this is production line re-configurability. For example, due to a part design change, machine changed from a horizontal machining center to a vertical one easily. Moreover to minimize the downtime, new maintenance system with network technology has been developed.
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Abstract:
Trade expertise changeability management is a major issue of new generations of product-lifecycle global-management systems. Project control of such changeability has been hardened by knowledge management complexity increasing with the product complexity, the diversity of stakeholders and the lack of feedbacks during or at the end of such projects, past or present. An example of such changeability management has been lead as a case study on the USIQUICK project, which seeks an automation of process planning generation. This experience has also been compared to projects taking place in other service or industry fields.

The contribution of this paper proposes a conceptual tool set, usable to prepare or control expertise changeability projects. In early phases this tool set can be used to consolidate previous experiences and constitute analysis grids to take decision on methodologies to deploy. During the project, this methodological tool base underlines for project control some analysis criteria to evaluate the project dynamic. It allows the identification of modelling problems, the development preparation. In these two cases, it indicates possible representation locations from which could be constructed some performance indicators related to the project specificity.

The methodological output for project control is constituted of the proposition and the analysis of four “pillars” or resources sustaining expertise changeability modelling and integration (concept networks, specification lists, document corpus, management tools). These pillars are justifying a list of phases, describing modelling stakes (identification, extraction, structuring and formalisation phases) and integration issues (refinement, specification development, diffusion and maintenance phases). Combined with the analyses of initial and expected management maturity of expertise, these “pillars” and phases allow constituting a framework for feedback consolidation and project deployment. In parallel, three couples of concepts, syntax / semantic, infrastructure / architecture, domain / project, allow questioning and identifying potential problem zones in representation and considering resolutions axes of changeability management. This contributes to bringing closer “epistemological systematisation” of knowledge management with empirical and pragmatic practice of learning. The consolidation of binds between these two aspects of expertise allows driving projects with real elements of knowledge and expertise.
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Abstract:
Over the last 50 years there have been many developments in CNC manufacturing. These advances make today’s CNC technology completely unrecognisable from their early NC ancestors. Developments in manufacturing processes with the addition of extra axes and integrating new manufacturing processes such as laser hardening and grinding on the current generation of CNC machines enable them to manufacture the most complex of designs utilising an ever increasing range of materials efficiently.

To meet the requirements of these new machines, controllers have evolved from the early memory-less controllers to modern open-architecture PC based CNCs. In combination with these advances, programming methods have progressed to take advantage of the new processes and controller capabilities. Manual programming has given way to computer-aided part programming enabling the users to rapidly and efficiently program these modern PC-CNC machines.

Most importantly the paradigms of manufacturing have evolved in the past five decades to meet the ever-changing requirements of the market relying on the support of the technological tools described above. From the days of mass production where the major requirement was the capability to produce parts with accuracy and repeatability at a standard production rate to the flexible automation trend of the ‘80s. The more modern paradigms of reconfigurability, human-oriented systems, interoperability and sustainability, has seen NC manufacture diversify to serve a different production scenarios for an enormous range of part designs and complexities.

This paper gathers the views of an internationally leading set of researchers on these parallel evolutionary trends to provide a global vision for interoperability in the domain of CNC manufacturing. The initial part of the paper provides the evolutionary background of the developments in NC manufacturing including technological, software and hardware. These developments are put in context of the manufacturing trends over the last 50 years to highlight the major drivers which have influenced the direction of R&D in CNC. The authors will then provide a brief view of the state-of-the-art of interoperability in each of their respective research communities with emphasis on their own area of expertise and processes. These views will then be consolidated and summarised to form a framework to specify the requirements for realising a global interoperable manufacturing network.
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